Tech racquetmen lose 7-2 to Harvard team

Despite the balmy weather, the Tech racquetmen were unable to muster a win on the DuPont hard courts Wednesday afternoon. Harvard won 7 of 9 matches; in the other two, the Crimson’s shutout was saved by the oncoming darkness.

Outstanding Harvard sophomores Dave Fish defeated Joe Baron ‘70 (6-3, 6-3), Snodder Smith ‘71 made an excellent showing against Clark Kawakami in defeat (6-0, 7-5), and Skip Perkins succumbed to the devastating ground game of Bill Brock (6-1, 6-3). Powerful Steve Cross ‘71 and his slashing serve more consistent play of the Crimson’s shutout was saved by matches; in the other two, the able to muster a win on the PAGE8 FRIDAY, APRIL
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